Purpose: We present a computationally feasible and iterative multi-voxel spatially regularized algorithm for myelin water fraction (MWF) reconstruction. This method utilizes 3D spatial correlations present in anatomical/ pathological tissues and underlying B1 þ -inhomogeneity or flip angle inhomogeneity to enhance the noise robustness of the reconstruction while intrinsically accounting for stimulated echo contributions using T2-distribution data alone. Methods: Simulated data and in vivo data acquired using 3D non-selective multi-echo spin echo (3DNS-MESE) were used to compare the reconstruction quality of the proposed approach against those of the popular algorithm (the method by Prasloski et al.) and our previously proposed 2D multi-slice spatial regularization spatial regularization approach. We also investigated whether the inter-sequence correlations and agreements improved as a result of the proposed approach. MWF-quantifications from two sequences, 3DNS-MESE vs 3DNS-gradient and spin echo (3DNS-GRASE), were compared for both reconstruction approaches to assess correlations and agreements between inter-sequence MWF-value pairs. MWF values from whole-brain data of six volunteers and two multiple sclerosis patients are being reported as well. Results: In comparison with competing approaches such as Prasloski's method or our previously proposed 2D multi-slice spatial regularization method, the proposed method showed better agreements with simulated truths using regression analyses and Bland-Altman analyses. For 3DNS-MESE data, MWF-maps reconstructed using the proposed algorithm provided better depictions of white matter structures in subcortical areas adjoining gray matter which agreed more closely with corresponding contrasts on T2-weighted images than MWF-maps reconstructed with the method by Prasloski et al. We also achieved a higher level of correlations and agreements between inter-sequence (3DNS-MESE vs 3DNS-GRASE) MWF-value pairs. Conclusion: The proposed algorithm provides more noise-robust fits to T2-decay data and improves MWFquantifications in white matter structures especially in the sub-cortical white matter and major white matter tract regions.
Introduction
The role of Myelin water fraction (MWF), extracted using multi-echo spin echo (MESE) T2-decay data, as a in vivo bio-marker for demyelination in the brain has already been well established in multiple sclerosis (MS) patients (Laule et al., 2006 ) and animal models (Moore et al., 2000; Kozlowski et al., 2008; Stanisz et al., 2004; Pun et al., 2005) . Further, MWF-mapping has been used for investigating various neurological disorders/deficits, such as MS (Laule et al., 2004; Neema et al., 2009; Faizy et al., 2016) , ischemic stroke (Kumar et al., 2013) , repeated mild traumatic brain injury (Wright et al., 2016) , normal aging (Billiet et al., 2015) etc.
Accurate MWF quantification requires high initial signal-to-noise ratio (iSNR or SNR of 1st echo) of 500-1000 (Graham et al., 1996) , along with a sufficiently accurate accounting of contributions from stimulated echo pathways (SEPs) (Prasloski et al., 2012a; Akhondi-Asl et al., 2014; Layton et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2016) . Traditionally, the most commonly used sequence for multi-echo T2 (MET2) mapping used to be the single-slice multi-echo-spin-echo (MESE) sequence. The sequence consisted of a slice-selective 90 pulse, followed by a series of non-selective composite RF pulses for spin refocusing. On either side of each 180 pulse, slice-select crusher gradient pulses of alternating sign and decreasing amplitude were applied for eliminating contributions from stimulated echoes and contributions from outside the selected slice (Poon and Henkelman, 1992) . Ignoring any contribution from stimulated echo pathways (SEPs), multi-exponential models were fitted to T2-decay data (Whittall and Mackay, 1989; Kumar et al., 2012) . Conventionally, the Tikhonov regularization was implemented in the temporal domain (Laule et al., 2004; Whittall and Mackay, 1989; Madler and MacKay, 2006; Meyers et al., 2009) . To further improve the noise robustness, some approaches (Kumar et al., 2012; Hwang and Du, 2009; Yoo and Tam, 2013 ) also utilized spatial regularization. However, the gradient crushing scheme is far from perfect (Bernstein et al., 2004) and so, the effect of stimulated echo pathways (SEPs) are never truly eliminated. It was only somewhat recently (Prasloski et al., 2012a ) that MWF imaging included crusher scheme such that acquired signals included contributions from SEPs. In recent years, many processing approaches, within both nonlinear (Akhondi-Asl et al., 2014; Layton et al., 2013) and linear (Prasloski et al., 2012a; Kumar et al., 2016) frameworks, have been proposed to account for SEPs while inverting quantitative T2 relaxometry (QT2R) data. Nonlinear post-processing approaches (Akhondi-Asl et al., 2014; Layton et al., 2013) model underlying T2 distribution using representation requiring fewer number of parameters. Whereas Layton et al. (2013) employed the discrete three pool model in Bayesian formulation framework; Akhondi-Asl et al. (2014) modeled underlying T2-distributions as the continuous distribution in form of the sum of Wald distributions. Both these approaches require assumptions about the shape of the underlying T2 distribution and number of pools. Some of these assumptions may easily get violated in diseases such as multiple sclerosis (MS), where several competing pathological processes co-exist. Even for the case of a healthy volunteer, Fig. 2 of Akhondi-Asl (Akhondi-Asl et al., 2014) showed very high MWF-values (~0.2) for gray matter (GM) structures such as putamen and globus pallidus, whereas MWF-values in many areas of major white matter (WM) tracts were less than <0.1). This trend is unrealistic as gray matter regions of interest (ROIs), with cell bodies as a major component, cannot have higher MWF value than white matter, with myelinated neurons being a major component. In contrast, the method proposed by Prasloski et al. (2012a) and our previous 2D multi-slice spatial regularization analysis approach do not require any explicit prior assumption about the number of underlying pools or their shapes, other than requiring T2 distributions to be continuous. Here, the choice of the T2-scale may affect MWF-quantification as well (also see the discussion section). Both methods account for contributions from SEPs within nonnegative least square (NNLS) formulation. Though the implementation of Tikhonov regularization in the temporal domain by Prasloski et al. (Prasloski et al., 2012a ) did improve the noise robustness of solutions, many regions of interest (ROIs) still suffered from noise instability showing salt-pepper like appearances (Fig. 7 of (Prasloski et al., 2012a) ). The 2D multi-slice spatial regularization analysis method previously proposed by us resulted in better noise robustness due to the imposition of similarity constraints in 2D local neighborhood basis. The current work can be considered an extension of our previously proposed 2D multi-slice spatial regularization analysis method to 3D multi-echo data with many major improvements. Current objective function includes an additional term which imposes spatial smoothness constraints with respect to (w.r.t.) flip angle in-homogeneity (FAI)-maps (definition: FAI ¼ absolute (1-B1 þ ). The proposed data-inversion procedure iteratively refines over the FAI-map and the T2-distribution map (or voxel-wise T2 distribution). Our solver requires initial guesses of FAI-map and μ T , introduced later, to start. The conventionally regularized approach provides good starting point; none the less, we show empirically that the solver tends to converge to the same solution for randomly perturbed initial guesses of FAI-map. The implementation of 3D first order first difference (FOFD) for the refinement of T2-distribution map was made feasible by the use of the L-BFGS-B solver (limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno solver with bound) (Zhu et al., 1997) . Additionally, the spatially regularized approach for the FAI-refinement has been implemented in nonlinear optimization framework. The function: "lsqnonlin" of Matlab requires values of system matrices and Jacobians at various FAI-values, whose explicit calculations using EPG model are very time consuming. To speed up, system matrices and Jacobians, at intermediate FAI-values, were estimated by utilizing the approximation involving their pre-calculated values at regular grid points (500 linearly spaced FAI-values between 0 and 0.4).
In this manuscript, we demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed algorithm against the popular algorithm by Prasloski et al. (2012a) (abbreviation: PM) and our previously proposed 2D multi-slice spatial regularization analysis method ) using simulated data. For in vivo data, only the comparisons between the proposed approach and the PM approach have been presented to avoid overcrowdings on relevant figures. We also compare MWF quantifications from two sequences: 3DNS-GRASE (Madler and MacKay, 2006) , a sequence fast enough to be clinically feasible, and the gold standard 3DNS-MESE sequence and show that better correlations and agreements between inter-sequence MWF-value pairs are achievable using the proposed algorithm. This also indirectly supports our claim of the superior performance of the proposed algorithm over competing NNLS solvers.
Theory
In our previous 2D multi-slice spatial regularization analysis method , in-plane spatial correlations present in 2D multi slice MESE data were used to improve the noise robustness, while simultaneously accounting for contributions from SEPs:
where column vectors X and Y are multi-voxel T2-distributions and multi-voxel multi-echo data respectively. The superscript "EPG" stands for the extended phase graph model and the subscript "MV" stands for "multi voxel". A EPG MV is the block diagonal matrix, with dense matrices A EPG 's as its block units. Further, A EPG i;j ¼ intensity at echo time-point TE(i) due to unit water fraction at T2 value T2(j) for a known/pre-determined flip angle inhomogeneity (FAI) value: δ. M T is the diagonal matrix with the square root of voxel-wise temporal regularization constant, √μ T , along its diagonal and μ S is the spatial regularization parameter. D S is the 2D first order first difference (FOFD) operator.
The data fidelity is accounted by the first term of Eqn.
[1]; while the second term i.e. the conventional regularization term penalizes large contributions from isolated T2-points in inferred T2-distributions. The Fig. 1 . The simulated T2-decay curve (First 10 points) from underlying three pool distributions using multi-exponential model (ignoring effect of FAI) and using EPG model with different extents of FAI-values. Y-axis is on the logarithmic scale. For small FAIs (say < 5%), there were very little divergences between multi-exponential decay curve and EPG based T2-decay curves. Also, even-echoes-compensation scheme of CPMG sequence was imperfect for higher FAIs >15%. Fig. 2A . The reconstructed MWF-maps (right panel) are compared for competing processing approaches, namely: the PM approach, our 2D multi-slice spatial regularization approach, the current approach for simulated MWF-map (left panel) at different SNR (10000, 500, 200, 100) . At high SNR of 10000, MWF-map reconstructed using either of methods were very close to the simulated truth. At lower SNR (200, 100), the Prasloski's method (PM) led to large intra-structural variabilities. At SNR 200, the current approach reconstruct more faithfully than our earlier 2D-multi slice approach. Also, notice that MWF-reconstructions using the proposed approach are closer to the simulated truth.
third term imposes spatial smoothness constraints on underlying T2-distribution solutions.
To capture the underlying tissue similarity present in 3D anatomical/ pathological structures, we propose to minimize the following objective function consisting of both types of variables δ; X:
Fig . 2B . The reconstructed FAI-maps are compared for competing processing approaches, namely: the PM approach, our 2D multi-slice spatial regularization approach, the current approach for simulated FAI-map (left panel) at different SNR (10000, 500, 200, 100). To better assess reconstruction performances, normalized reconstruction error of FAI-map w.r.t. simulated FAI-map are displayed (right panel). At high SNR of 10000, FAI-map reconstructed using either of methods were very close to the truth. At lower SNR ( 200), proposed approach is the best performer among all competing approaches.
Here, δ is the multi-voxel FAI column vector and D V is the 3D FOFD operator. We would like to point out three differences between Eqn.
(1) and (2). First, an additional term (the 4th term) was included which imposes spatial smoothness constraints w.r.t. FAI-maps. Second, the matrix D S , the 2D FOFD operator in Eqn.
[1], has been replaced by D V , the 3D FOFD operator. Third, since the resolution along the slice encoding direction could be different from in-plane resolution, different elements of D V are weighted by corresponding inverse distance of nearest neighbors. Technical innovations to make minimization of Eqn.
[2] have already been briefly described in the introduction section and would be discussed in detail later.
Algorithmic implementation

Proposed processing algorithm
The proposed data-inversion procedure iteratively refines both the FAI-map and the T2-distribution map (or voxel-wise T2 distribution). The alternative minimization approach was used to solve Eqn. [2] . Please refer to the Appendix-A for the processing algorithm and for the discussion about its convergence.
The pre-spatial regularization step requires estimating the μ T -map, along with the initial estimate of FAI-map. In our previous approach , the FAI-map (called flip angle error map in that version) was jointly estimated along with the μ T -map as the part of the conventional regularization step. That computation was a time consuming process (~6 h for full brain). In contrast, our current approach does not involve any regularization for the initial estimates of FAI-map, similar to the approach by Prasloski et al. (2012a) . This modification itself has resulted in appreciably reduced (initial FAI estimate~2 h for full brain) processing time. Also, unlike our previous approach , the current algorithm allows FAI-map to evolve during the spatial regularization step.
The voxel-wise estimation of underlying FAIs or δ would not be sufficiently accurate due to the presence of the experimental noise. The iterative nature of the proposed algorithm allows both the T2-distribution map and the FAI-map to converge to more accurate estimations. It has been shown empirically that the solver tends to converge to the same solution for randomly perturbed initial guesses. In contrast, there is no convergence guarantee for our previous approach as the objective function in Eqn.
[1] depends on the latent variables δ, which were not allowed to evolve beyond initial estimates. This is equally true for the approach by Prasloski et al. (2012a) .
A naïve implementation of "lsqnonlin" to minimize the part of objective function (refer Eqn. [3B] of appendix A) would take~day for matrix of size (128 Â 128 Â 50) as each intermediate step of "lsqnonlin" requires the calculation of the system matrix and its Jacobian at candidate FAI-value using extended phase graph (EPG) Table 1 The regression analyses were performed between simulated data and reconstructions for three approaches, namely: Prasloski's approach, our 2D multi-slice spatial regularization approach and the proposed reconstruction at different SNRs. Table 2 The Bland-Altman analyses were performed between simulated data and reconstructions for three approaches, namely: Prasloski's approach, our 2D multi-slice spatially regularized approach and the proposed reconstruction at different SNRs. [3C] of appendix A) would not have been feasible using sparse non-negative least square (SNNLS) solver due to the computationally intensive nature for such assignment (processing time for single iteration~1 weeks for data set of size 128 Â 128 Â 60). This implementation has been made feasible through the use of the L-BFGS-B solver (limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno solver with bound) (Zhu et al., 1997 ) (refer Appendix E).
Processing an entire data set at once was not feasible due to limited computational resources available on a typical desktop workstation. Therefore, the algorithm was performed on successive data selecting windows (DSWs) of 16 Â 16 Â 16 voxels with a 4-voxel overlap to eliminate tiling and edge effects. The tiling and edge effect was visually evident in form of periodic rectangular discontinuities. While stitching these successive DSWs, 2-voxel wide regions across DSW-edges were discarded. The choice of smaller overlap size was insufficient to eliminate the tiling and the edge effects completely. Given the overlap size, selecting smaller DSWs led to increase in the processing time as, effectively, only a few voxels were selected in each processing step.
Prasloski's method (abbreviation: PM)
We made following changes to Prasloski's approach (Prasloski et al., 2012a) was used to calculated the system matrix A EPG as a function of FAI-values.
Methods
For MWF reconstruction, contributions from short T2 (5 ms < T2 < 40 ms) were assumed to be due to water trapped inside the myelin bilayers.
Simulation
Single-voxel T2-decay
The T2-distribution was assumed to be the sum of three normal distributions (means: 20 ms, 85 ms, 400 ms; standard deviations: 7 ms, 15 ms, 50 ms) and with a fixed MWF value ¼ 0.15. T2-decay curves ( Fig. 1 ) at various 5.0, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) were generated using the extended phase graph (EPG) model (Hennig et al., 2004) , with no noise being added.
Multi-voxel data
To assess the accuracy and the noise robustness of the proposed algorithm, 3D QT2R data were simulated using 3D equivalent of the Shepp Logan phantom with matrix size 128 Â 128 Â 16. The phantom consisted of four distinct regions ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Underlying voxels consisted of three pools, simulated using the sum of three normal distributions (means: 20 ms, 85 ms, 400 ms; standard deviations: 7 ms, 15 ms, 50 ms). By adjusting the heights of distributions for short and intermediate T2 pools, we assigned different MWF-values to four regions. Two big regions of interest (ROIs) ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) corresponded to gray matter like and normal appearing WM like structures with respective MWF-values of~0.06,~0.1695. To assess the performance of the reconstruction algorithm in lesion quantifications under typical MWFimaging protocol, two different types of ROIs were simulated; namely: lesion type-1, lesion type-2 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Structures inside lesion type-2 are much smaller in size (2-8 voxels wide), whereas the structures inside lesion type-1 is much wider in size (~25 voxels wide). We allowed for patch-wise smoothly varying intra-structural variabilities in all regions. The lesion type-1 simulated a large demyelinating areas with MWF-values ranging from 0.036 at the center to 0.022 at the periphery. For structures inside lesion type-2, MWF-values were kept constant~0.028-0.034.Various iSNR-levels, between 100 and 10000, were simulated with the addition of Rician noise.
In vivo experiments at 3T
The imaging study involving human subjects was approved by the local Institutional Review Board (University Medical Center, Hamburg-Eppendorf, Germany). Six volunteers (5 males, 23-36 years; 1 female; 21 years) and two primary progressive MS patients (both males; ages 23, 29 years), diagnosed based on the 2010 revisions of the McDonald criteria (Polman et al., 2011) , were scanned on a 3T MRI scanner (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands). Written informed consents were obtained from all subjects prior to scanning. A 32 channel head and neck coil was used for all in vivo imaging. T2-weighted images were also acquired (TE ¼ 80 ms) with a resolution of 1 Â 1 Â 2.5 mm 3 .
For the purpose of measuring SNR, a selected heathy volunteer was scanned twice with identical sequence parameters and the difference image was calculated. Finally, SNR was calculated in white matter regions as: √2x(mean signal/standard deviation of the difference image).
Data with partial brain coverage are used to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm against the method by Prasloski et al. (2012a) and to compare inter-sequence (3DNS-MESE and 3DNS-GRASE) region of interest (ROI) averaged MWF-pairs. The lower resolution was chosen for full brain data to keep the 3DNS-GRASE scan time <20 min. . Top-row: MWF maps reconstructed using: A) the non-regularized method; B) the Prasloski's method. The T2-weighted image is shown for reference (C). Bottom-row: MWF-reconstructions from selected iterations of the proposed algorithm are also being presented. The final reconstruction using the proposed method correspond to the 6th iteration. Notice that our algorithm produces MWF-maps with better WM-GM contrasts and better depiction of the WM structures adjoining GM (top-row). Also, notice that the hyper-intensities on central WM regions the MWF-map using the PM approach are similar to MWF-reconstruction from the first iteration. However, the hyper-intensities gets suppressed in subsequent iterations.
For all MET2 experiments (3DNS-MESE and 3DNS-GRASE), the constant gradient crusher scheme was used. So, signals from stimulated echoes are not avoided, but instead contribute to the signal.
3DNS-MESE and 3DNS-GRASE experiments (partial brain coverage)
T2 relaxometry data (magnitude only) from two healthy volunteers were acquired using both sequences with following common sequence parameters: echo spacing ¼ 7.2 ms, number of echoes ¼ 32; TR 2000 ms; axial FOV 230 Â 190 mm, resolution 2 Â 2x2.5 mm 3 , 16 slices; SENSE reduction factor 2 Â 1.5; Oversampling in slice encoding 1.8; readout BW 225 Hz/pixel; averages (NEX) 2; acquisition time for 3DNS-GRASE~11 min; acquisition time for 3DNS-MESE~32 min 3DNS-GRASE sequence was implemented with all scan parameters being identical to 3DNS-MESE, except: EPI factor ¼ 3. Two averages were acquired to ensure that a typical WM voxel had iSNR of more than~200.
3DNS-GRASE experiment (full brain coverage)
Six healthy volunteers and two MS patients were scanned using the 3DNS-GRASE sequence with all scan parameters being identical to 3DNS-GRASE with partial brain data, except: Oversampling in slice encoding 1.0; NEX ¼ 1; Resolution 3 Â 3x3 mm 3 ; It took~16 min to acquire whole brain (~60 slices) data.
Two volunteers were also scanned twice for scan-rescan reproducibility, with more than a week between successive scans.
SNR
For finer resolution data sets, the iSNR of voxels in major WM area were 200-250; while SNRs of the last (32nd) echo were 13-18. For the coarse resolution QT2R data sets, iSNRs of WM voxels were even higher (~400). Given these SNR values, no Rician noise correction was needed.
T1, T2-scale, μ T , μ S , μ δ and FAI Rather than measuring the T1-map, we used constant value of T1 ¼ 1000 ms. Sixty-five points were chosen in the range of 5-2000 ms for the T2 on a logarithmic scale.
The range of μ T was kept between 10 À5 to 10
À1
. The optimized value of μ S has been assumed to be spatially invariant: μ
is the median of voxel-wise μ T -map and α S is a suitable scalar in the range of 10-10000, chosen as described in Appendix-B, C.
Forty-one candidates for FAI were selected from 0 to 0.40 at a regular interval of 0.01. We allowed small penalties to non-smooth FAI-solutions and the optimal value of μ δ was chosen as described in Appendix-B, C.
Evaluation criteria
For both simulated and experimental data, we used the root mean square (rms) of the fitting error (RMS-FE) as a metric. Additionally, reconstructions were assessed both at the level of generated MWF-map Fig. 6 . The convergence pattern of MWF-map for the proposed method is being presented. The MWF-map from 6th iteration was taken as reference image and the plotted images corresponds to fractional difference of MWF-map at the particular iteration to corresponding map at 6th iteration, normalized w.r.t. MWF-map from 6th iteration. The first image corresponds to conventional regularization (0th iteration). The iteration numbers of subsequent iterations are reported on left-bottom corners of respective figures.
and FAI-map in case of simulation and were compared against ground truths.
Fractional change as a measure for the stopping criteria: The fractional change (FC) of voxel-wise T2-distribution (X) was calculated for successive iteration as:
Finally, the rms of the fractional change (RMS-FC) was calculated over entire 3D FC-map.
Normalized Fitting error (NFE) for T2-decay and its rms value (RMS-NFE): The fitting error was calculated for both experimental and simulated T2 decay data on voxel-wise basis as:
Where Y Experiment and Y Fit (¼ A EPG X) are column vectors representing single-voxel experimental data and fitted T2-decay respectively. Finally, the rms of the fitting error (RMS-FE) was calculated over the entire 3D FE-map. Normalized reconstruction error (NRE) and its rms value (RMS-NRE): For simulated data, the NRE for the scalar metric of interest "p" was calculated for each voxel as:
Such NRE-map was generated for MWF-maps and FAI-maps in case of simulated data. Finally, the rms of the reconstruction error (RMS-NRE p ) for the metric of interest "p" was calculated over entire 3D NRE p map.
Contribution of temporal prior (CTP T2D ) to T2 distribution: The contribution of temporal prior term was calculated on multi-voxel basis as:
The convergence pattern of FAI-map for the proposed method is being presented. The FAI-map from 6th iteration was taken as reference image and the plotted images corresponds to fractional difference of FAI-map at particular iteration with respect to 6th iteration, normalized w.r.t. FAI-map from 6th iteration. Lower Panel: FAI-map at 6th iteration is presented. On the upper panel, the iteration numbers of subsequent iterations are reported on left-bottom corners of respective figures.
Where X and Y Experiment are multi-voxel T2-distribution and multi-voxel data as column vectors. Finally their RMS value was calculated. Contribution of spatial prior (CSP T2D ) to T2 distribution: To assess the extent of the spatial smoothness enforced by the proposed algorithm, the contribution of spatial prior term, equivalent to 3rd term of Eqn. [3] with μ S ¼ 1, was calculated on multi-voxel basis as:
Where D V is the 3D FOFD operator and X and Y Experiment are multi-voxel T2-distribution and multi-voxel data as column vectors. Contribution of spatial prior (CSP FAI ) to flip angle error: To assess the extent of the spatial smoothness enforced by the proposed algorithm, the contribution of spatial prior term, equivalent to 4th term of Eqn. [3] with μ δ ¼ 1, was calculated on multi-voxel basis as: Regions of interest (ROIs) for selected WM structures were manually drawn by T.F.
Statistical analysis
Linear regression analyses and Bland Altman plots were performed for following evaluations: (i) To provide performance comparison between proposed approach and competing NNLS based approaches by assessing correlations and agreements between simulated and reconstruction voxel-wise MWFpairs. (ii) To assess correlations and agreements between inter-sequence (3DNS-MESE vs 3DNS-GRASE) ROI averaged MWF-pairs; (iii) To assess correlations and agreements between scan-rescan ROI averaged MWFpairs. In case of linear regression analyses, slopes and intercepts of regression line and R 2 values were calculated. In case of Bland Altman plots, mean differences and confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated. For scan-rescan reproducibility, intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) were also calculated.
An unpaired T-test was performed to test differences of the mean MWF in the normal appearing WM (NAWM) of MS-patients and healthy volunteers. Mean MWF-values from the selected ROIs of each patient were compared to the corresponding averaged mean MWF-values of all healthy volunteers. Due to the small sample size, p-values should be considered descriptively. Common color bar for MWF-map is shown in the middle. Bottom row shows T2W TSE images acquired at TE 80 ms. A better correspondence between both sequences should be noticed for the proposed algorithm.
Results
Using Matlab 2014b (utilizing 5 of 6 cores processor Intel-Xeon-E5670 running at 2.4 GHz with 32 GB RAM), the proposed processing took~15-16 h to invert full brain QT2R data (size 80 Â 80 Â 64; 6 iterations). The reconstruction using the PM approach took~2.25 h.
By the 6th iteration of our algorithm, the rms of the fractional change of voxel-wise T2-distribution map (voxel-wise T2-distribution) was much less than 1.0% and so the algorithm were terminated at 6th iteration.
Simulation
Single-voxel T2-decay Fig. 1 depicts the simulated results, showing the FAI-dependence of T2-decay curves for a typical WM voxel. For better visualization, only ten echo time points are being displayed and the log-scale is used along y-axis (Fig. 1) . For small FAIs ( 5%), divergences between the EPG model based T2-decay curves and ideal multi-exponential T2-decay curve were not appreciable. For intermediate FAIs (5-10%), even-echoes compensation scheme of Carl Purcell Meiboom Gill (CPMG) sequence was very efficient, with respective even-echo intensities matching well with corresponding multi-exponential T2-decay intensities. However, the evenechoes compensation scheme of the CPMG sequence seemed to be less effective for FAIs~15% and appeared to fail completely from FAIs 20-30% or greater.
Multi-voxel data
Using the simulated data with different SNR levels (10000, 500, 200, 100), the performance of the proposed approach is compared against the competing NNLS based approaches: the PM approach and our previously proposed 2D multi slice spatial regularization approach for both MWFreconstructions ( Fig. 2A. ) and FAI-reconstructions (Fig. 2B.) . At high SNR of 10000, MWF-maps reconstructed using either of methods were very close to the simulated truth ( Fig. 2A.) . At lower SNRs (200, 100), the PM method led to large intra-structural variabilities. At SNR 200, the current approach reconstruct more faithfully than our earlier 2D-multi slice spatial regularization approach. Also, notice that MWFreconstructions using the proposed approach are closer to the simulated truth. In the case of the FAI-reconstruction, corresponding normalized residual error (NRE FAI )-maps are shown (Fig. 2, B) to bring out performance differences. At high SNR of 10000, FAI-map reconstructed using either of methods were very close to the ground truth. Even at this simulated case of very high SNR, NRE FAI -maps for all approaches showed a elliptical ring where NRE FAI -values were appreciably higher. Voxels inside this ring corresponded to low "simulated" FAIs ( 5%), which did not have appreciable SEP signatures to begin with ( Fig. 1) and did not require the correction. At lower SNR ( 200), the proposed approach is the best performer among all competing approaches even when it comes to FAI-reconstructions. Further, voxel-wise regression analyses and Bland-Altman analyses were performed between simulated MWF-maps and reconstructions for three approaches, namely: Prasloski's approach, our 2D multi-slice spatial regularization approach and the proposed reconstruction at different SNRs. With respect to regression analyses, the proposed reconstruction showed better regression fit (Table 1) (Table 2) , the proposed reconstruction showed narrower confidence Fig. 9 . (Tables 1 and 2 ). For instance, all approaches showed poorer regression fits and wider confidence intervals for Bland-Altman analyses for the simulated lesion of type-2 with lowest simulated MWF-values among all simulated ROIs. None the less, the proposed algorithm showed superior performance for even such cases.
As depicted in Fig. 3 , the implementation of our algorithm resulted in slight increase (1-3%) in rms-values of normalized fitting error across all SNRs; whereas rms-values of normalized reconstruction error decreased substantially for the proposed algorithm. Further, the contribution of temporal prior decreased only by small percentage as a result of the implementation of our algorithm (Fig. 4) . Some changes was expected as 4D T2 distribution maps were getting refined over various iterations. With respect to the contribution of spatial prior for both FAI-map and T2-distribution map (Fig. 4) , the proposed algorithm resulted in appreciable decrease in those values for simulated data at different SNR levels. Since corresponding metrics for non-regularized solution are of different orders, these values are presented separately in Table 7 .
Further, intra/extra-cellular water fraction (IEWF) or long T2-water fraction (LTWF) maps were also reconstructed for simulated data and it was found that accurate reconstructions of these two pools are not feasible for maximum echo time TE max~2 00-300 ms ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 ). This is true for most of published MWF-studies as well.
Experiments at 3T scanner
For the justification of using constant value of T1 ¼ 1000 ms in the MWF-reconstruction, please refer to the appendix D.
3DNS-MESE and 3DNS-GRASE experiments (partial brain coverage)
MWF-maps were reconstructed using both approaches (the PM approach and the proposed approach) for two 3DNS-MESE data sets. For comparison, corresponding MWF-reconstructions are presented for single slice of a healthy volunteer (Fig. 5, upper panel, B & E) . In addition, MWF-map using non-regularized approach is also presented (Fig. 5,  upper panel, A) . Since the in-vivo ground truth was unknown, the contrast present in T2W images acquired at TE ¼ 80 ms was used (Fig. 5,  upper panel, C) as an independent metric. It should be noticed that since both non-regularized solution (Fig. 5A ) and conventionally regularized solution (Fig. 5B) shared the same estimate of FAI-map, differences in their respective MWF-reconstructions could only be attributed to different extents of over-fitting to the noisy data being employed in both methods. As evident from the visual comparison to corresponding T2 weighted image (Fig. 5C ), non-regularized MWF-map appeared to over fit noisy data more severely and resultant MWF-map could not capture the WM integrity faithfully. In comparison with conventionally regularized counterpart, MWF-values from the non-regularized MWF-map appeared over-estimated in certain ROIs, such as in central portion of WM seen in presented slice (Fig. 5A) , and under-estimated in genu and splenium of corpus callosum giving illusions of the loss of WM integrity in those ROIs. MWF-map from the conventionally regularized approach, with appreciably reduced degree of over-fitting owing to the additional penalty term, depicted the WM-integrity more faithfully. However, the hyper-intensity visible in central region of presented slice still did not match with corresponding contrast on T2W image. Also, MWFreconstruction using the PM method still appeared to be noisier and did not delineate GM-WM interfaces accurately. On the other hand, the spatially regularized approach aims to avoid over fitting by employing the similarity constraint on local neighborhood basis. The resultant MWF-map had better depictions of WM structures in subcortical areas adjoining GM and matched more closely to the WM-integrity evident in Fig. 5C . Compared to the proposed approach, MWF-values using the PM method were over-expressed in the central portion of WM in the presented slice and under-expressed in other ROIs such as putamen and globus pallidus (Figs. 6 and 7) ; however, corresponding FAI-values were under-expressed for the PM approach in all of aforementioned ROIs (Fig. 7) . It should also be noticed that these ROIs fall into regions where FOI-values were higher (Fig. 7 , lower panel) and it's evident that initial FAI-determination procedure has the tendency to underestimate stimulated echo contributions in higher FAI-regions. Based on these observation, we infer that the FAI-uncertainty add an additional degree of uncertainty to over-fitting in QT2R inversion. This over-fitting has a general tendency to over-estimate higher MWF-values, such as in WM, and under-estimate lower MWF-values; though the behavior could be contrary in certain ROIs (refer to genu and splenium of first image in Fig. 6 ). Further, though more apparent in cortical regions, improvements were also noticeable in central brain region as well ( Supplementary  Fig. 3 ). Such improvements were noticed across both in vivo 3DNS-MESE QT2R data sets. It should be noticed that QT2R data using both 3DNS-MESE and 3DNS-GRASE sequences were acquired for only two volunteers and MWF-maps were reconstructed using two approaches, namely: Prasloski's approach and our proposed approach. Based on visual assessment, the voxel-wise inter-sequence (3DNS-MESE vs. 3DNS-GRASE) MWFmaps reconstructed using the proposed method appeared more consistent with each other (Fig. 8) and matched more closely with contrasts on corresponding T2w images. Voxel-wise comparison between MESE and GRASE based quantification was not feasible due to voxels shifts in GRASE based acquisition with respect to MESE acquisition; hence, mean MWF value-pairs over ten distinct white matter ROIs were compared in two healthy volunteers for both reconstruction approaches and intersequence (3DNS-MESE vs. 3DNS-GRASE) correlations and agreements were assessed. Linear regression analyses showed better correlations between inter-sequence MWF-value-pairs for the proposed algorithm (volunteer #1 Fig. 4) . Furthermore, we observed a significant reduction of mean MWF measurements in the genu of corpus callosum (CC) and the splenium of CC of both patients (p < 0.001) compared to corresponding values in their healthy counterparts. No significant differences of the mean MWF measurements were found in the CST (cortical spinal tract) between patients and healthy controls. Details on the ROI-averaged MWF-values measured in healthy volunteers and MS patients are listed in Tables 3 and 4 respectively and corresponding range of Intra-volunteer MWF variabilities across major white matter regions are listed in Supplementary Tab. 1. Mean MWF-values inside specific lesions are reported in Table 5 .
Discussion
For simulated data, the proposed algorithm resulted in better quantification accuracy over both approaches: the approach of Prasloski et al. (2012a) and our previously proposed 2D multi-slice spatial regularization approach . For in vivo 3DNS-MESE data analyses, MWF-maps reconstructed using the proposed method showed better WM-GM delineation and matched more closely to corresponding contrasts on T2W images than the PM method achieved. Further, the proposed reconstruction resulted in better correlations and agreements between inter-sequence ROI-averaged MWF-pairs (3DNS-MESE vs 3DNS-GRASE). It should be noticed that Prasloski et al. (2012b) reported a higher R 2 -value (%0.99) for similar correlation analyses between inter-sequence ROI-averaged MWF-value-pairs against R 2 -value (%0.68-0.71) reported for our implementation of their (PM) approach. Based on a comparative visual assessment of voxel-wise MWF-maps reported in their paper (Fig. 2 of (Prasloski et al., 2012b) vs Fig. 6 of the current manuscript), we believe that the better R 2 -value can be attributed to differences in ROI localizations and their sizes. Further, the following Table 6 A single multi-echo experimental data set was processed and MWF-maps were reconstructed for two additional values of assumed T1 ¼ 850 ms and 1100 ms, apart from our original choice of T1 ¼ 1000 ms. Relative voxel-wise differencemap were calculated between MWF-map calculated using T1 ¼ 1000 ms and either of MWF-maps calculated using other additional values of T1. The relative difference at various percentiles are being reported here. general trend was observed across all healthy volunteers: MWF Posterior--internal-capsule > MWF Splenium-CC > MWF Genu-CC , which is consistent with previously reported values (Prasloski et al., 2012a (Prasloski et al., , 2012b Meyers et al., 2009) . The choice of the T2-scale is known to affect the NNLS-based MWF quantifications (Prasloski et al., 2012a; Kumar et al., 2016) . As a standard practice, NNLS based approaches choose T2-scale on the logarithmic basis as it can probe different time scales involved in neurological tissues with sufficient T2-time-point density while still keeping total sampling points manageable (nT2<100). Ideally, one would like to keep nT2 as small as possible to reduce the computational cost and make the underlying inverse problem better conditioned. However, it cannot be set arbitrary small as the resultant sample density would be insufficient to capture the characteristics of underlying T2-dsitributions. Myelin quantifications are independent of the choice of nT2, if nT2 is sufficiently large. Accordingly, Prasloski et al. (2012a) choose nT2 ¼ 40; while we choose nT2 ¼ 50 in our previous work . We would also like to clarify that we only investigated nT2~25, 50, 100, 150, 200 in our previous work, while looking at the stability of MWF-calculation as a function of nT2. In our current work, we have chosen 65 points (vs 50 points in our earlier approach) to allow for additional T2-scale (current 5-2000 ms vs 5-600 ms in our earlier approach).
Even in recent years, many researchers (Biasiolli et al., 2013; Wagnerova et al., 2015) have been resorting to simple strategies to limit the effects of stimulated echoes, such as skipping the first echo in the train; however, this would turn out to be inefficient in most part of imaging volumes. Though the even echoes compensation scheme of the CPMG sequence is efficient for small and intermediate FAI (10-15%), this is not the case with the odd echoes. Further, for higher FAIs, even echoes compensation scheme is also not effective either. Therefore, throwing away the first echo or all odd echoes would be a suboptimal strategy as stimulated echo pathways must be accounted for. On the other hand, many MR physicists avoid using regularization based data processing approaches due to their concerns about solutions getting biased by inclusion of additional penalty/prior term to the underlying data fidelity model. However, their approaches, of relying on the data fidelity term alone, would be particularly unsuitable for ill-conditioned problems, which are known to be very sensitive to the noise. The variability in data analysis comes from two sources: (i) the noise present in data (ii) the inherent tissue variability. By relying on the data fidelity term alone, one allows the noise present in data to affect the analysis, which usually overshadows the inherent tissue variability. By optimally choosing regularization strengths, the proposed approach suppresses fluctuations due to noise while still allowing for inherent tissue variability. As in conventionally regularized approach, though the implementation of the Tikhonov regularization in the temporal domain does improve the noise robustness of solutions, significant number of voxels still suffered from noise instability, leading to salt-pepper like appearances even in normal white matter on MWF-maps. We have relied on temporal and spatial regularization for the de-noising and the improved depiction of cortical structures matching the T2W contrast. Further, the solutions depend on the regularization constants: μ T and μ S . By optimally choosing regularization strengths using L-curve, the proposed processing approach suppresses fluctuations due to the noise while still allowing for the inherent tissue variability. However, that can still introduce slight spatial smoothing and possible contrast bias. We would like to point out that it's not possible to estimate the bias in vivo as the ground truth is unknown. As shown with the simulated data, the reconstructed MWF-values were more biased when simulated MWF-values were lower (Tables 1 and 2 ). In our understanding, a major component of the bias seen in myelin deficient region could be attributed to the experimental limitation on the achievable shortest echo time and would be common across various myelin water processing approaches. The pre-factors to multi-exponential corresponding to short T2 components would be very small for severely myelin deficient regions, leaving very little signal contribution from short T2 even by second echo and that would lead to appreciable uncertainty about short T2 component. This may bias the results towards longer T2 values.
Over-fitting to noisy multi echo data used to be an issue, even when multi exponential model was utilized (19) . The uncertainty about FAIvalues add additional degree of complexity to over-fitting issue in the non-regularized method and the PM method. The FAI-map determination in the PM approach utilized the 1-dimensional grid over possible FAIvalues: δ followed by the interpolations. The residual norms, A EPG ðδ gridÀpoint ÞX NR À Y 2 , were minimized at all grid-points using nonregularized X NR ; and δ gridÀpoint corresponding to minimum residual norm was chosen as the optimum FAI-value for that voxel. In such an nonregularized setting, the presence of the noise can lead to the overfitting with the following condition:
In other words, (δ gridÀpoint ; X NR ) can fit better than the solution pair ðδ true ; X true Þ closer to the ground truth. Since the conventionally regularized solution uses the same FAI-map, corresponding solutions (δ gridÀpoint ; X conv ) can still satisfy the following condition for many ROIs:
In our current approach, though initial approximation of FAI-map followed similar strategy, (δ spatial ; X spatial ) were refined in subsequently steps. In those subsequent steps, our data fitting procedure avoided overfitting as it got good estimate of voxel wise noise through use of spatial smoothness constraint in that local neighborhood. As we have seen in Figs. 6 and 7, over-estimation or under-estimation of FAI-values cannot be directly mapped to either under-estimations or over-estimations of MWF-maps and it rather adds up to the complexity of over-fitting issue. We did not elaborate on some other interesting spatial regularization approaches (Hwang and Du, 2009; Labadie et al., 2014; Yoo and Tam, 2013) to multi echo data analysis in the introduction section, as those works did not involve the correction for the contributions from SEPs. The priors utilized by multi-echo approaches of Du et al. (Hwang and Du, 2009 ) and Yoo et al. (Yoo and Tam, 2013) involved the divergence between voxel wise T2 distribution "X Spatial " and T2 distribution prior "X Prior " or the term jjX Spatial -X Prior jj 2 , though "X Prior " was calculated differently in both approaches. A common drawback of their approaches is that the candidate distribution prior "X Prior " was calculated using solutions post conventional regularization "X Conventional " and was not allowed to evolve during spatial regularization step. Though, "X Prior " is not calculated directly in our approach, it does get calculated implicitly as we impose spatial smoothness constraints locally. In our framework, that implicitly calculated "X Prior " and spatial regularized solution "X Spatial " are coupled together and hence, "X Prior " evolves even during the numerical optimization step of Eqn. [3C] . Thus, the weak prior utilized by our solver is better equipped to get the sense of spatial similarity present in a local neighborhood and thus, avoids over-fitting. The multi-component analysis by Labadie et al. (2014) utilizes longitudinal data with different underlying physics (fast exchange, inversion, inversion efficiency etc.). However, the spatial regularization approach is quite similar to our earlier works (Kumar et al., 2012 . Here, we would also like to point out that the inversion of multi echo T2-decay can be mapped to inverse Laplacian transform of "modulated" exponentially restricted real function. As such, our data inversion approach may have applications in other MRI modalities such as diffusion weighted imaging, T1 relaxometry etc.
We would like to point out that direct measurement of multiexponential T1 in brain has been reported by Labadie et al. (2014) and it would be relevant to talk about the impact of such findings on the MWF quantification in MET2 experiments. As a pre-requisite for observing the multi-exponential nature of T1, their post-processing (Labadie et al., 2014) required modeling of the inversion efficiency on voxel wise basis. Otherwise, the longitudinal relaxation would still be seen as a mono-exponential recovery for other experiments and this would be valid for our experiment as well, which does not involve any inversion RF pulse. We would like to point out that our protocol was not designed to accurately map long T2-components (cerebrospinal fluid or CSF, edema etc.), which would require acquiring maximum TE (or TE max )~800 ms (Laule et al., 2007) . We have further shown that the accuracy of MWF-map itself does not get appreciably compromised, even if data for long TEs are not acquired. This result is not surprising as the accurate quantification of MWF-values does not require allocation of non-myelin contribution to intermediate (intra-/extra-cellular pool) components and long T2-components. We have also shown that even accurate mapping of intermediate T2 pool (intra-/extra-cellular or IE-pool) would require acquisition of long echo times as one still need to separate non-myelin components into intermediate and long T2 pools. So, making inference about IE-pool or corresponding geometric mean T2-value with maximum TE (~200-300 ms), as was done in (Billiet et al., 2015; Kavroulakis et al., 2017; Dayan et al., 2017) , may be unreliable.
We would also like to justify the use of incorporating stimulated echo correction intrinsically i.e. without any additional acquisition of B1 þ -map, even though low resolution B1 þ -map can be acquired pretty fast. However, using B1 þ -map would be a suboptimal strategy due to the limitation of extended phase graph (EPG) model that we implemented. Whereas the width of each configuration state is assumed to be a delta peak in spatial frequency space as per the "ideal" EPG model (Graham et al., 1996) ; it has a finite approximate width given by δk ¼ 1/(resolution in the frequency space). This finite width can be attributed to tissue microstructures, susceptibility effects and different diffusion coefficients of multiple pools in voxel of interest. Also, the crusher pair has to be sufficiently high to minimize the contamination coming from secondary echoes of finite width. Additionally, a more accurate EPG model should account for the diffusion effect. In the presence of these unaccounted confounding sources, the effective B1 þ -map experienced by T2-decay would be significantly perturbed over experimentally measured B1 þ -map. For the coil used in our experiment, the iSNR did not drop appreciably along slice encoding direction, supporting our decision to keep α S invariant over entire imaging volumes. However, the iSNR may drop rapidly across the slice encoding direction when using a surface coil. In those cases, α S should be allowed to vary from slice to slice.
The present study is a "proof of concept" study performed in order to test the proposed algorithm and not a clinical study. As only six healthy volunteers and two MS patients were enrolled, this study lacks statistical power to make valid clinical inferences. We have also ignored the effect of CSF on our analyses. The role of CSF on MWF quantification can be quite multi-facet. The simulated result showed that though our protocol was not equipped to accurately reconstruct either intermediate or/and long T2 pool due to maximum TE being used~220 ms, it did not have appreciable effect on MWF quantifications (Supplementary Fig. 2) . However, the role of CSF goes beyond its role as a high T2 pool and two possible factors may contribute: its pulsation effect and the enhanced inter-compartmental exchange due to its presence. First, due to the pulsation effect of CSF in non-gated sequence, the T2 decay curve in CSFareas may not fit simple damped exponential model ( Supplementary  Fig. 6 ). We expect the pulsation of CSF to have relatively minor effect in cortical areas. Second, possible contributions can come from intercompartmental exchanges, which have been conventionally assumed to negligible for T2-decay (Kalantari et al., 2011) . Recent pathology-influenced simulations by Levesque et al. (Levesque and Pike, 2009 ) have suggested that MWFs may be significantly affected by water exchange. In this context, CSF may bias MWF-quantifications in cortical structures more significantly than other inner WM structures as one can expect higher inter-compartmental exchanges in those regions. This exchange may effect MWF-values in other area as well. This topic warrants further investigation and is beyond the scope of the current work.
On the processing side, the proposed approach is significantly more time consuming that widely used algorithm by Prasloski et al. (2012a) . In favor of the current approach, we would like to point out that either Prasloski approach or our previous 2D multi-slice spatial regularization approach may be terminating the optimization procedure prematurely, leading to suboptimal solutions in some parts of brain. None the less, the proposed algorithm is still fast enough to analyse full brain QT2R data (matrix~128 Â 128 Â 50) within 14-15 h on a desktop computer running on 8 years old Intel Xeon X5670 processor (launch date: quarter 1st, 2010). Further, L-BFGS-B solver is the most time consuming part of the algorithm, accounting for 80-85% of the computational time due to its repeated calls. Given that Fei et al. (2014) has already shown that L-BFGS-B algorithm on large size problem could run faster by a factor >20x with GPU (graphical processing unit) optimization, a significant reduction in processing time is feasible in future. Unfortunately, DK was unable to implement it due to the lack of access to a workstation with CUDA-enabled NVIDIA GPUs.
Measuring T2 distribution exactly is not feasible, given the experimental constraints with echo spacing. Since minimum echo spacing is usually 7-10 ms, even by the second echo the contributions of small T2 components decay by~e
À1
. This issue cannot be side-stepped by any prior about data or modeling. Fortunately, the definition of MWF as formulated by Whittall and MacKay (Whittall and Mackay, 1989) , makes it possible to extract meaningful parameter in spite of these experimental limitations. As discussed in appendix F, the estimated value of MWF depends on three factors: (i) T2 distribution segment in myelin range: P 40 5 X; (ii) T2 distribution segment in non-myelin range:
P 2000 41 X and (iii) Stimulated echo contribution. The signature of stimulated echo lasts only few echoes before they damp out by 50-60 ms and X Non-myelin are least affected by this. In that respect, one can ignore the effect of stimulated echo contribution on P 2000 40þ X. Please notice that while most of myelin water imaging protocols utilized in literature, including the current study, are not even equipped to measure X Non-myelin correctly, given TE max < 250-300 ms; these can calculate OB ¼ P 2000 41 X sufficiently accurately. On the other hand, X Myelin and "Stimulated echo contribution" seems to be coupled in the problem. However, this "artificial" coupling appears because the numerical function for EPG model needs T2 distribution as inputs; otherwise, the damping in T2-decay should only depend on the ideal (or noise free) multi-exponential decay and underlying "effective" B1 inhomogeneity. The presented algorithm does a more reasonable job of estimating MWF compared to the competing algorithms because all three aforementioned parameters are calculated more accurately due to the utilization of 3D spatial constraints.
In conclusion, the proposed algorithm provides solutions with better convergence properties, along with a more robust fit to T2-decay data compared with competing NNLS based approaches. The reconstructed MWF-maps showed visual improvements in the depiction of sub-cortical structures and also in other parts of normal white matter. Further, the proposed algorithm tends to converge to the same solution for randomly perturbed initial guesses and is fast enough to analyse full brain QT2R data (matrix~128 Â 128 Â 50) within 14-15 h on a desktop workstation.
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Initial estimate of FAI-map was performed by additionally setting μ T ¼ 0 and minimizing the first term only(13). Once the FAI-map was known, the voxel-wise optimum μ T was determined by solving Eqn. [3A] using the L-curve method with the generalized cross-validation approach (Hansen, 1992) and corresponding temporally regularized T2-distribution was then determined.
Alternating Minimization (AM) Approach: We generated a sequence of variables: b δ n ; c x n , estimates of respective variables at nth iteration, until convergence: We assumed temporally/spatially regularized T2-distributions, estimated in previous step/iteration, to be true distributions(X) and estimated spatially smooth solutions for FAI-map. Further, the nonlinear minimization in [3B] was achieved using "lsqnonlin" function of Matlab, employing trustregion-reflective algorithm. As the B1 þ -inhomogenities at 3T scanner is known to be AE30%, all components of δ were bounded between 0 and 0.4. To speed up the calculation, A EPG 's and corresponding Jacobians were pre-calculated for 500 linearly spaced δ-values between 0 and 0.4 and values at intermediate δ-values, needed during lsqnonlin optimization, were approximated using these pre-calculated values. Without this approximation, this step alone would take~day of processing time.
Eqn.
[3C]: Using the FAI-map derived in the previous step, matrices A EPG 's for each voxel are constructed using the EPG model (refer for the pseudo code). The block diagonal matrix A EPG MV is then constructed using A EPG from relevant voxels along its diagonal blocks. μ S was chosen as described later. With known A EPG MV , M T and μ S , Eqn. [3C] can be minimized using the L-BFGS-B solver (Zhu et al., 1997) .
The Matlab implementation of our processing approach will be shared with readers on request. Convergence: From physics point of view, T2-decay damping, resulting from B1 þ -inhomogeneities, should depend on underlying "pure" multi exponential decay, i.e. T2 decay in the absence of B1 þ -inhomogeneities, and not on underlying T2 distribution. In that ideal scenario, the sub-problem in Eqn.
[3B] would get uncoupled from Eqn. [3C]. Hence for this "idealized" formulation, it would be sufficient to show that both sub-problems converge to their respective global minima. The expression in Eqn.
[3C] is a L2-norm of a linear function in x, which is convex in nature. Given it's convex nature, it's guaranteed to converge to its global minima. On the other hand, one would expect the expression in Eqn.
[3B] to converge locally as the first term involves a L2-norm of a nonlinear function of δ. However, if we consider single-voxel equivalent of first term i.e. f voxel ¼ A EPG ðδ Voxel Þx À y 2 , then its first derivative changes sign only once and the second derivative is positive at that point ( Supplementary Fig. 7) . Correspondingly, the function f voxel is unimodal as there is only one minima near δ 0 (solution for no noise case [B] will converge to global minima for this multivariate function as well. Unfortunately, the EPG model for the MET2 experiment requires T2 distribution as one of inputs and that makes Eqn.
[3B] dependent on T2 distribution. Also, L-BFGS-B solver, used for minimizing Eqn. [3C] , is known to depend on initial guesses. In the presence of these confounding issues, it's non-trivial to investigate or establish global convergence mathematically for multi voxel problem and is beyond the scope of this work. We are rather establishing that our formulation satisfy more general first-derivative based optimality condition. We have already shown the effect of SNR on the convergence of reconstruction (Figs. 3 and 4) . Additionally, we are showing that solutions tend to convergence empirically for randomly perturbed initial guesses.
First-derivative based optimality condition: Alternating minimization of a function f(p,q) where p and q are vectors is known to "converge" if f is continuously differentiable and f(p,q) is unimodal in p for fixed q and unimodal in q for fixed p (Bertsekas, 1995) . Since aforementioned condition is satisfied for our objective, the convergence is guaranteed. The "convergence" here means the gradient will be zero (in the absence of constraints), or will satisfy more general first-derivative based optimality conditions (if there are constraints).
Showing the global convergence empirically: To provide the empirical evidence in the support of the global convergence of the solver, we have used the multi voxel simulated data with SNR ¼ 200, described before. To show the empirical robustness of the solver, numerical optimizations were Appendix D. Justifying assumed T1 for experimental data:
We used a constant value for T1 (¼ 1000 ms). T1-value could have affected our calculation in these two possible ways: i) by affecting the equilibrium magnetization; and ii) by altering the calculating for the stimulated echo contribution. At 3T, the average T1-values for WM and the cerebral GM have been reported as~850-1100 ms and~1350 ms respectively (Wansapura et al., 1999) . With the "effective TR" of 1.77s. (i.e. TR~1.6T1-2T1), the equilibrium magnetizations were expected to be~0.79-0.86Mo in different WM voxels, where Mo is the equilibrium magnetization. As we were not in the Rician noise regime (SNR of last echo 13-18 in WM regions), incomplete T1-recovery would have only caused the overall downward shift of T2-decay and its effect on QT2R analysis were ignored. To test the effect of assumed T1 on the stimulated echo pathways, we processed a single data set for two additional values of assumed T1 ¼ 850 ms, 1100 ms and the normalized difference of these MWF-maps were calculated with respect to our original analysis (with assumed T1 ¼ 1000 ms). The 90 th percentiles were found to be 0.0806 and 0.0817 for assumed T1 ¼ 850 ms, and 1100 ms respectively (Table 6 ). This justifies our selection. However, for the smaller TR (1000-1500 ms), a prior determination of T1-values would be required.
Appendix E. Comments about Limited Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm with Box Constraints (L-BFGS-B):
L-BFGS-B solver (Zhu et al., 1997) , a limited-memory variant of Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) quasi-Newton method with bound, made it feasible to implement 3D operator even on a work desktop computer. Whereas the original BFGS stores a dense n Â n approximation to the inverse Hessian (n ¼ number of variables), L-BFGS stores a history of the past m updates (often m < 10) of the position x and gradient rf(x) and these updates are used to perform operations requiring the inverse Hessian (H k )-vector product. Due to its resulting linear memory requirement, the L-BFGS method is particularly well suited for optimization problems with a large number of variables.
The L-BFGS-B algorithm extends L-BFGS to handle simple box constraints (form l i x i u i where l i and u i are per-variable constant lower and upper bounds, respectively). The method works by identifying fixed and free variables at every step (using a simple gradient method), and then using the L-BFGS method on the free variables only to get higher accuracy, and then repeating the process.
The solutions of L-BFGS-B algorithm are known to be sensitive to initial guesses. However, the temporally regularized solution, from step 1 of our algorithm, serves as good guess for the spatially regularized problem. Being a variant of quasi-Newton method, the solution is refined over multiple iterations/runs before L-BFGS-B solver outputs the optimum value. We are using the term "inner iteration" to denote these runs to distinguish it from "outer iteration" over which the presented approach refines T2-distribution and stimulated echo contributions successively.
Appendix F. Geometric Interpretation of the Definition of MWF
The MWF has defined as the ratio of the signal contribution from short T2 range to over-all T2 contribution: Where the geometric interpretation of OA, OB are depicted in the Supplementary Fig. 10 . Please notice that pre-factors of these multi exponentials are nothing but the corresponding mono exponential T2 decay curves projected to TE → 0 ms. There are three possible sources of quantification error in MWF-estimations:
i) T2 distribution segment in myelin range: P 40 5 X ii) T2 distribution segment in non-myelin range: P 2000x 40þ X iii) Stimulated echo contribution
